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Abstract-Now days, Cloud Computing is having enormous
thrust areas in research and development despite lots of
work in the stream. There are number of research issues
in this segment including trust management, privacy,
security, integrity and power aware data centres. A
significant and lots of work is done under each domain still
there is huge scope of research. Trust management is one
of the generalized and key areas in which colossal work is
going on. As per the reports and corporate whitepapers,
trust refers to as: “Generally an entity can be said to
‘trust’ a second entity when the first entity makes the
assumption that the second entity will behave exactly as
the first entity expects. Trust is the establishment of
confidence that something will or will not occur in a
predictable or promised manner. The enabling of
confidence is supported by identification, authentication,
accountability, authorization, and availability.” A number
of algorithms and approaches are developed so far which
are integrated in the trust architectures including
cryptography, nature inspired approaches and many
others. In this research work, the existing approach of
gene based architecture for trust management in cloud is
adopted in which number of chromosomes and gene based
libraries are integrated. The classical work is effective but
there was scope of improvements and further
enhancement of results. For improvements in the classical
work is enhanced using simulated annealing that is very
effective and making use of metallurgy based
implementations. In metallurgy, the temperature factor is
taken for the forging and development of metal
components. The freezing point is achieved in a loop of
down level temperature. In this work, the simulated
annealing based implementation is used with the
integrated with dynamic security key for enhanced
security trust architecture. The proposed META (Metaheuristic Enhanced Trust Assessment) architecture is
giving effective results in terms of turnaround time,
security factor, cost, complexity and trust value.

Keywords-Cloud Computing, Genetic Algorithm, META
Approach, Security Concerns, Simulated Annealing, Trust
Management.
I.

INTRODUCTION

Cloud computing refers to pool of services which are
offered to a consumer on pay per use basis. It helps IT
companies to focus on their business or strategic projects
rather than technical aspects. It elevates the need of buying
costly servers. Users need not to bother about installation and
software maintenance. Mainly three service model are offered
by cloud which are Infrastructure as a service (IaaS), Platform
as a Service (PaaS) and Software as a service (SaaS). At SaaS
level applications are hosted by providers on network, these
services are used by customers over internet on demand basis.
A web browser is used to access different software’s from the
cloud providers. A user need not to install software on his
machine, only an instance of software is needed. For example
Google Apps, SQL Azure. In PaaS model as name implies it
gives platform to build various applications. Various facilities
offered by PaaS to deploy applications include application
designing, development, testing and hosting [10]. Providers
give servers and network for application deployment without
buying actual hardware and software. The downfall of PaaS is
portability problem. Users have to pay high cost if he wants to
migrate from one provider to another. Iaas is model in which
only hardware is used by services for their operation. Users
need not to purchase costly servers; they can rent server and
network space, memory, storage space etc. This reduces
hardware maintenance at local level. Some of IaaS vendors
are Amazon Simple Storage Service (S3) for database backup,
Amazon Elastic Cloud Computing (EC2), Go Grid, VMWare
etc.
A. Cloud Security
As companies are placing more information on cloud,
threats are increasing about the safety of environment.
Security and data protection are one of serious concern in
cloud development and adoption.Restricted manipulation on
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data can cause miscellaneous security problems which include
data outflow, unprotected interface, resource sharing, data
availability and inner attacks [9]. As all aware cloud is
increasingly accepted, but still people have certain confusion
in their mind that their data might not be secure at other end.
Security in cloud computing is one of big matter because
equipment used to deliver services does not own by users. The
consumers have no authority, nor any knowledge of, what is
happening with their data. Service Provider Layer have
various security concerns some of them are Data transmission,
Privacy, People and Identity, Audit and Compliance, integrity
and Binding problems. Security difficulties faced by Virtual
Machine Layer are VM Escape, VM Sprawl, Insecure VM
migration, Malicious VM Creation, Cloud legal and
Regularity complains Identity and Access management. Data
Centre are vulnerable to different type of attack at Physical
and Network level.
B. Overview of Trust
Trust is a social problem. There are lots of definitions of
trust. Basically trust refers to confidence or belief of one
entity on other. One cannot build trust in a day. It is normally
based upon provider’s position in market. As users are putting
their resources on provider’s datacentres so there is major
concern about the trustworthiness of providers and services.
Two parties are involved in any trusted relationship: one is
trusting party (i.etrustor) and other party to be trusted (i.e
trustee) [1]. Various risks are involved: location security risk,
data disclosure problem, data misplacement issue, data
investigation concern. In cloud environment hostile user can
add malicious code and take CPU space, resources and time.
To model attractive cloud computing, trust should be
introduced and there should be some trustworthy regions
where users can deploy their applications and use resources
safely.
II.

RELATED RESEARCH

Trust is a burning issue these days. Lots of researchers
have worked on trust issues. Various trust management model
have been used to assessfaithfulness of cloud service
providers. The work of various researchers is listed below.
A. Literature Survey
DimitriosZissis et al. (2010) introduced a Trusted Third
Party, that gurantees certain security attributes inside a cloud
environment. A mixture of PKI (Public Key Infrastructure),
SSO and LDAP can help to identify risks in cloud framework
that deals with confidentiality, integrity, availability,
authenticity. JiuyunXu et al.(2010) proposed a trust
management scheme that distinguishes reputation of various
user categories which is termed as local reputation.

Paul D Manuel et al.(2011) illustrated a novel trust
model in which Trust Resource Broker is used to assess the
cloud services of IaaS providers. The Broker is executed with
the help of PERMIS authorization and Kerberos
authentication. In this model trust value is evaluated
depending upon the identity and behaviour of user. It applies
the QoS metrics suitable for cloud resources.
Prajapati Kumar Somesh et al.(2013) introduced a trust
management model to control trust at SaaS level. It also
studied various kinds of trust like recommendation, direct and
reputation trust.Xiaoyong Li et al. (2015) presented a T-broker
scheme for effective matching of services to meet several user
requests. A data brokering architecture which is built on
trusted third party is implemented for numerous cloud
environments, in given model T-broker behaves like
aintimidator between service matching and trust management.
Adaptive and hybrid trust model along with lightweight
feedback is used to compute the final trust degree.
RathiKavita et al.(2015) discussed various trust issues
along with the trust elements. It addresses the existing trust
models for trust establishment among the cloud user and the
cloud service provider. It concludes that most of the models
lack transparency as their element for establishment of trust.
Talal H. Noor et al. (2015) designed a trust management
architecture named “CloudArmor” that is based on reputation;
it delivers a bundle of functionalities that present Trust as a
Service (TaaS).A novel protocol is proposed to check the
reliability of trust feedbacks. A novel protocol is proposed to
check the reliability of trust feedbacks. It consists of
credibility and availability model which are used to protect
feedback from hostile users and to handle availability of trust
management service.
Banerjee Soumya et al. (2015) proposed a rudimentary
security model based on fuzzy logic, it is designed for
middleware architecture of the cloud system to identify the
anomalies.Christina Terese Joseph et al. (2015) presented a
Novel family genetic algorithm for allocation of virtual
machine. It presented a novel technique that uses family gene
approach to allocate virtual machines.
BrototiMondal et al. (2015) presented a load balancing
technique that is based on Simulated Annealing. It discussed
comparative analysis between various algorithms like First
come first serve(FCFS) , Round Robin(RR) and Stochastic
Hill Climbing (SHC).
Gupta Sachin et al. (2015) discussed a Hash Key Based
Effective Algorithm for Security in Cloud. In proposed work
dynamic key is implemented at every step of data channel. It
underlines implementation of secured dynamic key based
algorithm. Syed Hamid HussainMadni et al. (2016)
investigated various Meta-Heuristic techniques to allocate
resources in IaaS clouds. It addresses various issues related to
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VM allocation, Optimal Resource allocation and QOS aware
resources allocation.
Talal H. Noor et al. (2016) proposed a trust a
management framework that helps to address various
challenges like personalization, identification, security
privacy, scalability and integration. It consists of two sub
components known as trust assessment and trust
feedback.KanagasabapathyJayalakshmi
et
al.
(2016)
proposeda broker coordinator and two segmentation schemes
named automaton segmentation scheme and query segment
encryption scheme. These schemes are implemented to share
routing function safely among brokering servers.G.
JeevaRathanam et al. (2016) proposed a (TMWS) trust based
Meta heuristic workflow scheduling. It implemented various
trust strategies in workflow scheduling and trust policeswith
meta-heuristic techniques are considered to overcome
application threats.
III.

PROBLEM FORMULATION

Maintaining consumers’ secrecy is a difficult task
because of the sensitive data present in communication
between trust management service and consumers. To model
attractive cloud computing, trust should be introduced and
there should be some trustworthy regions where users can
deploy their applications and use resources safely. The
consumer always expects better Quality of Service from a
service provider and the provider expects the cloud resources
to be utilized by a trustworthy consumer. Trust Management
and Security Enhancement is one of the prominent domain of
research in cloud computing. A number of algorithms and
multi-layered architectures are developed so far and still this
area is under research.
IV.RESEARCH GAPS
In the classical approach, there is gene based architecture
and flow for the optimization of results.
The classical trust management techniques are having number
of pitfalls that takes more execution time and higher
complexity with vulnerability factor that is the violation of
trust managementThe basic solution obtained without further
and effective meta-heuristic approach is not efficient in terms
of the turnaround time and optimal resultsThe classical results
are not effective in terms of multiple parameters including
a. Time Factor
b. Algorithmic Complexity
c. Turnaround Time
d. Overall Throughput
e. Cost Parameter
f. Performance
V.

PROPOSED METHODOLOGY – META
FRAMEWORK

Trust Management is directly associated with CTP that is
cloud trust protocol which was created in 2010 by the late Ron
Knode of CSC and licensed for use by the Cloud Security
Alliance (CSA) in 2011, itconsists of 23 criteria for cloud
transparency. The Cloud Trust Protocol is planned to establish
digital trust between a cloud computing customer and provider
and create transparency about the provider's vulnerabilities,
configurations, accountability, access,policy, authorization,
anchoring and operating status conditions. In trust
management and parameter optimization can be achieved
using assorted approaches including heuristics and metaheuristics. In case of heuristics, there are fixed mathematical
formulations and there is very less scope of optimization
because of local optima.
A. Trust Evaluation Criteria and Associated
Components
Trust Initialization:Trust is the key parameter and aspect
in the proposed methodology for security and integrity in the
cloud infrastructure. In the base work, there are specific
formulations for trust evaluation and measurement based on
the allocation of resource to the cloud users.
In META model for trust and related integrity, a specific
set of formulations are used which are directly associated with
the dynamic security key and integration of allocated virtual
machine to the cloud users.
In this case, the trust value is binary in nature which
accepts true or false based trust allocation and this is effective
because binary trust value ensures whether there is any
inclusion of trust or not. Using different formulations as in the
base work can create the fix and biasing can be done. This
framework is not biased because it is directly dependent on
the allocation of resources along with the security key. If
security key is empty, the trust value is discarded and overall
integrity is compromised.
B. Flow for Evaluation and Allocation of Trust in the
Overall Architecture
1.
2.
3.
4.

Application Activation with Cloud Components and
Initialization Factors
Initialize Trust Value as 0 with possible
combinations (binary trust in this case)
Cloud Data Centre and Running Environment Setup
Random Hash Key Process
a. Generate new random number
b. Max. threshold setup and initialization
c. Dataset with empty value for further storage
from hash values
d. Generation of ASCII code and dataset with
encrypted string
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e.

5.
6.

7.
8.

Unification / Fusion of strings to strengthen
key
f. Final generation of security and unified
message digest with hash key
g. Byte to Hex Conversion to transmission via
cloud channels
h. String buffers activation and append to the
cloudlet for security and integrity for overall
trust
Trust Value Migration initiates and moves with the
cloud service to user end
Cloud user panel
a. Fetching of cloud services
i. Cloudlets
ii. bandwidth
iii. migration values
iv. trust
b. if (trustvalue) != (notNull) or ((trustvalue)
!= (earliertransmitted))
i. goto step 1
ii. else
iii. stop and terminate with success
Record logs and trust factors with cumulative score
Investigate the visibility score and trust parameters
for the dynamic components at each phase

10. Evaluate ext=timer2-timer1
11. Log and View simulation in a new thread, because
this is the Event-dispatch thread
12. Analyze results
13. If (results == successful), stop and terminate
14. else goto step 4
D. Apply Simulated Annealing Algorithm to Select
Optimal Result
The work is based on simulated annealing. Simulated
annealing is the automated version of annealing process
in metallurgy in which the development and formation of
metal components are done from melting to freezing
point so that higher accuracy and less fragility can be
achieved. Each step in the SA algorithm substitutes the
current result by an random "nearby" solution, selected
with a possibility which depends on the variance between
the corresponding function values and on a global
parameter T (called the temperature), that is steadily
decreased throughout the process. The dependency is
such that the current solution changes almost randomly
when T is large, but increasingly "downhill" as T goes to
zero.
1.

C. Evaluation of Metrics for Performance and Related
Parameters
1.

2.
3.
4.

5.

6.
7.
8.
9.

Initialize and activate the evaluation parameters
a. Cost
b. Complexity
c. Efficiency
d. Waiting Time
e. Execution Time (ext)
ext=0, wt=0;
timer1=millitime;
Initialization of objects and components for Cloud
Trust Evaluation
a. Internet Boundaries and Characteristics
b. Bandwidth Configuration Panel
c. Dimension and Aspects of Cloud with
Speed Matrix
d. Cloud Controller for CardLayout screen
Activation of new Cloud and Data Center
a. Mapping of HashMap
i. Dynamic View of Global Delivery
of Cloud Components
b. Mapping
of
screenController
with
CloudCardLayout
Setting Up the Dimensions for Size of VM,
Boundaries and Security
Initialize the Module to activate, log and monitor the
Internet Behavior
Logging and Fetching of Results
Timer2=millitime;

2.

3.

Activate Cloud Objects at server and User End Cloud
Components
a. Allocation Matrix
b. Bandwidth Matrix
c. Initial Trust Factor
d. Data Centers
e. VM
f. Cloudlets
g. Users
Amalgamation of security keys for Security and
Integrity to improve the Trust Model and
transmission initiates
Collection and Initialization of Training DataSets
with dynamic initialization of the cloud elements for
deep investigation and research
a. Solution space (All Trust Values and
individual score)s
b. Cost function (Directly proportional to the
execution time and performance parameters
c = 1/(r * (p + e)) * 100)
i. Analysis of the acceptance value
for the cost function
c. Perturbation rules for Transforming a
solution to a new one
i. Solutions from one phase to other
for higher degree of accuracy and
integrtiy
d. Simulated Annealing engine
i. Activation
of
variable
T
(Temperature)
ii. An initial temperature T0 (T0 =
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4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

50,000)
iii. A freezing temperature Tfreezing
(Tfreezing= 0.1)
iv. thre=(0.05) 5% Rejection rate
A cooling schedule (T = 0.95 * T)
SA evaluation module for trust value with binary
permutations
Application of the META approach and model on
cloud elements for effective results
Fetching of Results and storage in the file system
Data Cleaning, Analysis, Interpretation and
Predictions

Figure 1 Line Graph Analysis of the Existing and META
Approach

Figure 1 shows graphical results show the execution
time and related parameter in the META approach that
is very less when compared to the existing algorithmic
approach. The execution time in the Existing work is
taking higher units.
TABLE I COST COMAPRISION

In the META (Meta-heuristic Enhanced Trust Assessment)of
improved security and related dimensions using simulated
annealing with the dynamic security for higher trust factors
over the classical gene based approach. It proposed and
actualized the measurements for the ideal use of the
considerable number of processors in a cloud framework to
actualize the Hybrid and in addition parallel methodologies of
booking calculation and assesses the proposed cloud based
virtualization which is taken from driving computational
focuses. The significant key idea or thought of the proposed
calculations is to execute employments ideally with the goal
that there is the best mix of normal holding up, turnaround and
effectiveness and expense. The classical virtualization
techniques are having number of pitfalls that takes more
execution time. The basic solution obtained without swarm
intelligence is not efficient in terms of the turnaround time and
optimal results.
VI.

Simulation
Attempt

Existing
(USD)

Work

META
Work(USD)

1

89

70

2

78

60

3

67

59

4

76

40

5

49

20

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

For the implementation of classical and META approach,
the results are fetched from cloudsim, cloudanalyst and
gridsim with the integration of jcharts for plotting of results.
The results from SA are better in terms of all the parameters
including
• Waiting Time
• Cost Factor
• Turnaround Time
• Complexity
• Performance

Figure 2 Cost Factor Graph Analysis of the Existing and
METAApproach

Figure 2 depicts that the cost factor in the META
approach that is very less when compared to the
existing algorithmic approach.
TABLE II Effectiveness between Existing and Improved Approach
Existing Base Work (Overall
Effectiveness)

META Approach
Effectiveness)

49

59

50

87

68

88

49

68

(Overall

Table II depicts the trust values of existing and META
Approach. Overall Effectiveness in terms of trust value is
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higher in case of META Technique when taking DataCentres
-2 and Cloudlets- 20 in each module.

relational interactions between e-commerce dealing partners
in cloud atmosphere.
In the highly competitive and disseminated environment, the
promises are scarce for the users to find the dependable and
reliable Cloud providers. Due to these limitations, potential
customers are not sure whether they can trust the Cloud
providers in offering dependable services. In this work, multifaceted trust management architecture with the integration of
meta-heuristic approach simulated annealing is implemented
for cloud marketplaces, to support customers in detecting
trustworthy resource providers. In this research work, a
unique and effective approach simulated annealing is used
with the integration of dynamic hash key so that the overall
security and trust can be maintained as well as improved.

Figure 3 Comparison of Trust Values in Existing and META Approach

TABLE III Waiting Time

Existing Base Work

Proposed Approach

90

59
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